Post-apocalyptic The __ by McCarthy won a Pulitzer in 2007

Lord of the __ is about a group of boys stuck on a deserted island

__ Let Me Go is a dystopian novel by Kazuo Ishiguro

Brad Pitt starred in a movie adaptation of A __ Runs Through It

In Life of Pi, the character of Richard Parker is a Bengal __

The Color of Water: A Black Man's Tribute to His __ Mother

__'s Ashes and it's sequel 'Tis are memoirs by Frank McCourt

Madame __ by Flaubert, was serialized in La Revue de Paris in 1856

Cry, the __ Country is by South African author Alan Paton

Things Fall Apart, by Chinua Achebe, takes place in __

Uncle Tom's Cabin is an anti-__ novel published in 1852

Books are outlawed in Ray __'s Fahrenheit 451

Betty Smith's A Tree Grows in __ is about an Irish-American family

Willy Loman is the title character in the play Death of a __

Kurt __'s Cat's Cradle & Slaughterhouse Five were written in the 1960s

___ helped write The Autobiography of Malcolm X

The Once and Future King is an __ fantasy novel by T.H. White

The Republic of Gilead is the setting of Margaret Atwood's The __ Tale

Published in 1942, Edith Hamilton's __ is still used in schools

___ tells the story of Bigger Thomas living in a ghetto in the 1930s

Glass Menagerie and Streetcar Named Desire are plays by __ Williams

The Diary of a ____ was kept by Anne Frank during WWII

The author of Sense and Sensibility and Emma

Hermann Hesse's __ was translated from German in 1951

The Perks of Being a __ was published by MTV in 1999

Thomas Hardy's Tess of the __ was censored when it was first published

House on ____ by Sandra Cisneros is a Latina girl named Esperanza

The narrator of Great __ by Charles Dickens, is called Pip

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message: